
Thibaut Masters Geometrics in Woven Resource Volume 7: Companions

Newark, NJ  --  Thibaut masters geometrics in Woven Resource Volume 7: Companions, a collection of

textural wovens whose colorways coordinate with other Thibaut color palettes.  These soft-edge patterns 

come range from small to medium-scale and are intended for upholstery use.

 Named after the father of the puppies in “101 Dalmatians,” Pongo is a fresh animal print in a small, usable 

scale and unique, faux-gros point construction.  Available in many clean and bright Thibaut colors.

 Inspired by an African textile, kuba cloth, Kuba plays with positive negative fi gure/ground relationship.  The 

cotton surface gives it a soft, chenille-like hand to this primitive geometric shape.

 Delilah is a a three-color woven fabric characterized by texture.  The dobby weave structure highlights this 

small, geometric pattern.

 Inspired by needlepoint design, Nexus has a preppy look and color line.  This fabric is ideal for crisp,

tailored upholstered applications.

 A classic vermicelli pattern, Virtuoso is important to the collection because of its rounded forms and range 

of movement. Chenille yard gives a plush, comfortable feel.

 Octavio is a thick, multidirectional pattern with lots of surface dimension. White cotton yarn accents the 

wide range of neutral and colored grounds. This pattern is a bit smaller scale for usability.

Woven Resource Volume 7: Companions and other Thibaut collections are available through interior 

designers and fi ne decorating stores worldwide.  Please visit www.thibautdesign.com to view patterns and 

decorating ideas, and to obtain the names of local dealers.  For more information, please call our toll free 

number at (800) 223-0704, or email addresses above.
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Founded in 1886, Thibaut is the oldest continuously operating wallpaper company in the United States. Known 

for its exceptional and unique designs, the company distinguishes itself from its competitors with inspiring color 

palettes, fresh interpretations of classic designs, and exclusive artwork created by an in-house design team. 

Design styles range from historic reproductions, toile, and chinoiserie to tropical and novelty patterns. Designers 

and consumers have been attracted to the fi rm’s creative designs that “push the envelope,” their exclusive print 

fabrics, new woven fabric lines, and their market-tested products that help inspire people to decorate. For more 

information about Thibaut, visit the company’s web site at www.thibautdesign.com.


